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Abstract
Related work sections or literature reviews are an essential part of every scientific article being crucial for paper reviewing and
assessment. The automatic generation of related work sections can be considered an instance of the multi-document summarization
problem. In order to allow the study of this specific problem, we have developed a manually annotated, machine readable data-set of
related work sections, cited papers (e.g. references) and sentences, together with an additional layer of papers citing the references. We
additionally present experiments on the identification of cited sentences, using as input citation contexts. The corpus alongside the gold
standard are made available for use by the scientific community.
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1. Introduction
Most scientific papers include a related work section
providing, in a well organized and condensed form, the
key information from a carefully selected list of pub-
lications which contextualize and ground the research
being presented by an author (Rowley and Slack, 2004).
Related work sections are critical for quality assessment
since journals pay particular attention to them where
evaluation of manuscripts is of concern (Maggio et al.,
2016). Past research has shown that related work sections
can be produced following cut-and-paste summarization
strategies (Jaidka et al., 2013) which are typical of doc-
ument abstracting (insertion, deletion, substitution, etc.)
(Endres-Niggemeyer et al., 1995; Saggion, 2011).

Recent studies have proposed to take advantage of the
scientific paper’s citation network to approach scientific
literature summarization. For that reason we introduce
here our corpus which we hope will facilitate the usage of
citation networks to boost scientific literature summariza-
tion research. The generation of related work sections has
been studied from different viewpoints (Hoang and Kan,
2010; Vu, 2010; Hu and Wan, 2014), however no manual
annotated data-set, analog to the one we will present here,
has been produced until now.

Our corpus expands considerably the data-set of related
work sections used in (Hoang and Kan, 2010) by providing:
(i) related work sections, (ii) a manually annotated layer of
cited papers and sentences, (iii) citing papers referring to
the cited papers in the related work section, and (iv) a layer
of rich linguistic, rhetorical, and semantic annotations
computed automatically. While the manually identified
cited sentences are useful to support the study of sequence
to sequence models in scientific summarization, the new
layer of citing papers facilitates the test of citation-based

summarization approaches (Qazvinian and Radev, 2008;
Jaidka et al., 2014b) which rely on citation networks to
assess sentence relevance.

In this corpus we refer to three types of scientific papers:
target papers, reference papers, and citing papers which we
organize in a two-level network. Level 1 contains target
papers with their related work sections we are interested in
and, which cite a set of reference papers. Level 2 extends
the corpus by adding a layer representing a set of scientific
papers explicitly citing the reference papers in Level 1.

The rest of this article is organized as follows: The next
Section describes related work, then in Section 3 the initial
data set is described. Section 4 explains how we extended
the initial data set to form our corpus, alongside the data
collection process and automatic processing of the data.
Section 5 explains the manual annotation process and re-
ports inter-annotator agreement. Then, Section 6 describes
several experiments carried out to simulate the retrieval of
sentences matching citation contexts and, finally, Section 7
closes the paper with conclusions.

2. Related Work
Good related work sections are difficult to produce since
they require the author to select, contrast, and organize key
information from several sources. Although there have
been a number of studies and guidelines on their functions,
types and forms (S. G. Khoo et al., 2011; Jaidka et al.,
2013; Pautasso, 2013), our understanding of what is a good
related work section is still limited. It is generally agreed
that related work sections or literature reviews can either be
descriptive or integrative (S. G. Khoo et al., 2011; Jaidka
et al., 2013). While a descriptive report will summarize
individual papers providing information such as methods
and results in citation sentences, integrative reports will
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focus on key ideas and topics providing in the citation
sentences critical views on the presented approaches.

There is a number of corpora related to the work presented
here. A large-scale, human-annotated scientific papers
corpus is provided by (Yasunaga et al., 2019). It provides
over 1,000 papers in the ACL anthology with their citation
networks (e.g. citation sentences, citation counts) and their
comprehensive, manual summaries. There is also a data-set
which has been created for the Computational Linguistics
Scientific Document Summarization Shared Task which
started in 2014 as a pilot (Jaidka et al., 2014a) and which is
now a well developed challenge in its fourth year (Jaidka et
al., 2017b; Jaidka et al., 2017a). The shared task provided
training data structured in clusters of reference and citing
papers together with manual annotations indicating, for
each citance, the text span(s) in the reference paper that
best represent the citance, as well as their corresponding
facets. One of the main problems with the data-set is the
lack of agreed manual annotations since only one annotator
was in charge of annotating each cluster. Those previously
mentioned data-sets are considered the closest to our
corpus however they are only equivalent to what we name
Level 2 of our corpus and they provide no link between
a target paper with a segmented related work section that
explicitly mention a set of reference papers.

There are also corpora for the study of scientific text min-
ing and summarization. (Saggion and Lapalme, 2002) have
aligned 200 abstracts produced by professional abstractors
to their source documents to investigate how to produce
non-extractive indicative abstracts. (Fisas et al., 2016) have
created a multi-layered annotated corpus from 40 articles in
the domain of Computer Graphics. Sentences are annotated
with respect to their role in the argumentative structure of
the discourse. It specifies the purpose of each citation in
the scientific papers and it identifies special features of the
scientific discourse such as advantages and disadvantages.
In addition, a grade is allocated to each sentence according
to its relevance for being included in a summary. (Athar
and Teufel, 2012) created a citation context corpus from
the ACL Anthology Network (AAN) which consists of 852
papers that are citing 20 papers. The corpus contains 1,034
paper–reference pairs and 203,803 sentences. It is manu-
ally annotated by identifying the sentences in the citation
context. It also contains a sentiment annotation as well
(negative, positive, objective/neutral). (Teufel, 2006) cre-
ated a corpus based on 80 Argumentative Zoning-annotated
conference articles in the computational linguistics domain.
The corpus was created to research classifying academic ci-
tations in scientific articles according to author claims.

Finally, based on the SAPIENT tool (Liakata et al., 2009)
and an annotation guideline (Liakata and Soldatova, 2008)
a corpus of 225 papers was created and manually annotated
with CISP (Core Information about Scientific Papers) con-
cepts. These papers cover topics in physical chemistry and
biochemistry. The Corpus was developed to add value to
scientific papers through semantic markup.

3. The Initial Data-Set
The RWSData data-set (Hoang and Kan, 2010) is a pub-
licly available resource that includes twenty articles from
sources such as the Special Interest Group on Information
Retrieval (SIGIR), the Association for Computational Lin-
guistics (ACL), the North American Chapter of the Associ-
ation for Computational Linguistics (NAACL), the Empir-
ical Methods for Natural Language Processing (EMNLP)
and the International Conference on Computational Lin-
guistics (COLING). (Hoang and Kan, 2010) extracted the
related work sections directly from those research articles
as well as several references cited in the related work sec-
tions. All the scientific papers provided in the RWSData are
in PDF format with no further analysis. Moreover, the data-
set provides no mapping between the related works section
citations and the sentences in the reference papers that are
being cited making it challenging to use such data-set for
scientific papers summarization.

4. Corpus Extension
We extracted the same twenty target papers considered in
(Hoang and Kan, 2010), then for each paper we collected
the reference papers mentioned in its related work section.
Afterwards, for each reference paper we collected multiple
scientific papers citing it. This extra set of citing scientific
papers could be used as a citation network which could
allow citation network summarization systems to be
implemented over the extended corpus.

Figure 1 shows a target paper containing a related work
section alongside the reference papers which it cites and,
in turn, for each reference paper, a set of scientific papers
citing it. The RWSData data-set is the raw data on level
1 while our extension added the citing papers for the ref-
erence papers and the (manually identified) links between
citing and cited sentences.

4.1. Data Collection
The extension of the corpus was done by adding citing
papers for each reference paper. The citing papers were
collected from Microsoft Academic Graph (MAG) (Tang
et al., 2008; Sinha et al., 2015; Wade, 2015; Herrmannova
and Knoth, 2016), Semantic Scholar (Xiong et al., 2017;
Valenzuela et al., 2015) and the ACL Anthology Network
(AAN) (Radev et al., 2013). We queried the APIs of
both Semantic scholar and Microsoft Academic Graph
in order to obtain detailed information for the scientific
papers. Microsoft Academic Graph (MAG) (Tang et al.,
2008) is a diverse graph containing scientific publication
records, citation relationships between those publications,
as well as metadata. Semantic Scholar (Valenzuela et al.,
2015) is a publicly available search service with millions
of indexed articles. Semantic Scholar identifies citations
where the cited publication has a significant impact on
the citing publication, making it easier to understand how
publications build upon and relate to each other. It also has
what is named “influential citations” which are determined
by using a machine-learning model analyzing a number of
factors including the number of citations to a publication,
and the surrounding context for each (Valenzuela et al.,
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Figure 1: Our corpus outline presenting a target paper, a set of reference papers (Level 1) and for each reference paper a set
of citing papers (Level 2)

2015). The ACL Anthology Network (AAN) (Radev et
al., 2013) is a wide-range manually curated networked
database of citations, collaborations, and summaries in
the field of Computational Linguistics. AAN provides
citation and collaboration networks of the articles included
in the ACL Anthology (Bird et al., 2008) (excluding book
reviews). The order of querying the data sources was first
Semantic Scholar, then MAG and, finally, ACL. The citing
papers were collected from the same source where the
reference paper was found. We kept the most cited or most
influential papers depending on the source from where
the papers were collected. Overall, we collected up to 15
citing papers for each reference paper (with an average of
12 per reference paper).

4.2. Corpus Basic Data Processing
We converted the PDF documents for the entire corpus into
GATE (Maynard et al., 2002) documents using three con-
verters; Grobid (Lopez, 2009), PDF Digest (Ferrés et al.,
2018) and PDFX (Constantin et al., 2013). The three con-
verters provide basic information about each scientific pa-
per contents including: title, authors, affiliations, abstract
and paper sections. Finally, we also identified the sentences
of each scientific paper by annotating a sentence ID for the
GATE documents, this ID was used to help map the sen-
tences during the annotation process.
Table 1 provides information about the different paper
types: Target Papers (TP), Reference Papers (RP) and Cit-
ing Papers (CP). It shows the number of papers, sentences
and tokens alongside their averages.

5. Annotation Process

The corpus is designed to be used by scientific papers
summarization systems including those based on citation
networks. We manually annotated the relationship between
the target papers and the reference papers (See the upper
half of Figure 1). These annotations provide a mapping
between the related work section and the texts fragments
which are considered semantically close to the citation
sentence in the reference papers. In order to facilitate the
annotation process, we also provided the citation context
computed using the state-of-the-art approach described in
(AbuRa’ed et al., 2018b).

Three annotators with expertise in computational linguis-
tics carried out the annotation, one of the annotators is
the first author of the paper, the other two were hired
for the project. Annotators were asked to identify which
parts of the reference papers (one or more sentences)
have been cited by the citing target papers by means of the
citation sentence. We used the open-source, web-based text
mining tool WARP-Text (Kovatchev et al., 2018) for the
manual annotations process since it allows for annotating
relationships between pairs of texts. We customized the
tool to perform annotations at a sentence level.

We organized the annotation process in screens showing
a citation context and a set of sentences representing the
cited reference paper to choose from, see Figure 2. The
annotator will then select which of the reference paper
sentences best reflect the citation context of the citing
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Paper Type # #Sentences avg#Sentences #Tokens avg#Tokens
TP 20 8,151 407.55 148,732 7,436.60
RP 222 73,225 329.84 1,285,168 5,789.04
CP 2,216 829,003 374.10 15,073,031 6,810.90

Table 1: Corpus statistics presenting information about the different paper types: Target Papers (TP), Reference Papers
(RP) and Citing Papers (CP). It presents the number of papers, sentences and tokens alongside their averages.

target paper. See Figure 3 for a citation/cited sentence pair.

The annotation process was straight forward, the web page
allowed multiple sentences selection and once a sentence
was selected by an annotator it was highlighted. After
an annotator selected all the sentences from a reference
paper that he or she believed were reflecting the citation
context, he or she could then record the annotations.
In cases where a screen presents more than a citation
marker in the citing paper side only the target citation
would be capitalized to avoid confusion. Finally, the
scientific papers names and titles were also visible on
the screens. The annotators had also access to all PDF
articles which they regularly used to ground their decisions.

We divided the corpus into 5 batches: first batch was aimed
to get an initial feedback from the annotators, it contained
only one target paper’s related work with the references
mentioned in it. Second batch has 4 target papers with their
references and the last 3 batches each contained 5 target
papers with their references.

The annotation process was iterative: once a batch was
finished we got feedback from the annotators, computed
agreement and we improved annotation recommendations
and display accordingly. For example, after the first batch,
we realized that furnishing all of the sentences of a refer-
ence paper at once over one screen was inconvenient for
annotation. Therefore, we decided to filter out non-relevant
sentences and to divide the rest of the sentences of the ref-
erence paper over more than one screen where each screen
contains maximum 15 sentences. We used the work done
by (Abura’ed et al., 2018a) to filter out unrelated sentences
and keep the ones that are most similar to the citation con-
text. All sentences were also available by consulting the
original paper in PDF in case no suitable match was found.

5.1. Inter-Annotator Agreement
We used Cohen’s kappa coefficient (Cohen, 1960) in order
to measure the inter-annotators agreement for each target
paper with the reference papers mentioned in it. During
the annotation process throughout the 5 batches there
were some conflicts between the annotators. We held
meetings to address the conflicts in which we presented the
annotators with a list of pairs presented by the tool sorted
by agreement from worst to best. Going through the list
of less agreed to most agreed papers and discussing the
reasons that could lead to such disagreement improved
the annotation process. One of the annotators was more
likely to select sentences which included definitions or

background information not reflected in the citations but
which she considered important for her understanding of
the paper. Situations like these made higher agreement
levels difficult to achieve, that is why the meetings helped
to better clarify what information to search for.

Table 2 reports the pair-wise agreement as well as the av-
erage of Cohen’s kappa results over the entire corpus. The
agreement level κ > 0.5 indicates moderate agreement be-
tween the annotators. The final corpus contains the cited
sentences which were selected by majority agreement.

A1 & A2 A1 & A3 A2 & A3 Average
0.64 0.57 0.35 0.52

Table 2: Pairwise and Average Inter-annotator Agreement

6. Experiments
In order to identify relevant sentences for writing a related
work section, it is first important to know which sentences
in a citing paper contain relevant information. We have im-
plemented several automatic systems to simulate the anno-
tators’ task casting the problem as one of retrieving sen-
tences which better reflect the citation and its context. For
this purpose, we have also enriched the corpus with anno-
tations relevant for scientific text processing in the hope to
make it easier for additional related tasks (these annotations
are being made available).

6.1. Corpus Enrichment
Each GATE document was annotated using processing re-
sources from the GATE system (Maynard et al., 2002;
Cunningham et al., 2002), the SUMMA library (Saggion,
2008), and the freely available Dr Inventor library (DRI
Framework) (Ronzano and Saggion, 2015). The tools se-
mantically enrich the corpus by providing rhetorical anno-
tation, causality identification, coreference, and BabelNet
synsets. The SUMMA library was used to produce differ-
ent normalized term vectors for each document. Vector of
terms and BabelNet synsets are created using tf*idf weight-
ing computed from a corpus of 4K ACL scientific papers.
Using 58 gazetteer lists created from the lexicons proposed
by (Teufel and Moens, 2002) we identified scientific
concepts and actions useful for text summarization.

The corpus is available for research and development pur-
poses in two versions1, one version contains the manual

1http://taln.upf.edu/sciencecorpus
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Citing Paper: C08-1031: Mining Opinions in Comparative Sentences
Cited Paper: Fiszman-et-al-2007: Interpreting Comparative Constructions in Biomedical Text

Citation
FISZMAN ET AL (2007) studied the problem of identifying which entity has more of certain features in
comparative sentences.

PAGE 4 of 4

Cited Paper

55: In our sample, expressions interpreted as empty heads include those referring to drug
dosage and formulations, such as extended release (the latter often abbreviated as XR).
56: Examples of missed interpretations are in sentences (28) and (29), where the empty heads are in bold.
57: These mechanisms are being incorporated into the processing for comparative structures.
58: 6 CONCLUSION
59: We expanded a symbolic semantic interpreter to identify comparative constructions in biomedical text.
60: The method relies on underspecified syntactic analysis and domain knowledge from the UMLS.
61: We identify two compared terms and scalar comparative structures in MEDLINE citations.

Figure 2: Schematic View of the Data during the Annotation Process (on top a citation sentence in a related work section,
in the bottom, sentences from the cited paper i.e. reference paper)

Citing Paper: C08-1031: Mining Opinions in Com-
parative Sentences
Cited Paper: Fiszman-et-al-2007: Interpreting Com-
parative Constructions in Biomedical Text
Citation FISZMAN ET AL (2007) studied the

problem of identifying which entity has
more of certain features in comparative
sentences.

PAGE 4 of 4
Cited
paper
sentences

We expanded a symbolic semantic in-
terpreter to identify comparative con-
structions in biomedical text.

Figure 3: Sentences Selected by Annotator Matching a Ci-
tation in the Related Work Section

annotations (agreed cited sentences) and the other the full
machine readable corpus with the automatic analysis just
described.

6.2. Automatic Systems
We implemented several automatic systems in which we
provide them with a citation context from a related work
section in a citing target paper and retrieve the reference
sentences sorted by the most similar to the citation context.
The systems are as follows:

• Google News: Using a collection of 300 dimensional
word2vec embeddings trained over a corpus of 100
billion words from Google News2, this heuristic cal-
culates the centroid of each sentence in the reference
and compares it to the centroid of the citing sentence,
and returns the most similar ones according to cosine
similarity.

• ACL: Similar to the previous case, the heuristic cal-
culates the centroids using 100 dimensional vectors
from the ACL Anthology Reference Corpus embed-
dings (Liu, 2017) trained over a corpus of ACL pa-
pers (Bird et al., 2008).

2https://code.google.com/archive/p/
word2vec/

• Google + ACL: The same as before, but using the con-
catenation of Google News and ACL vectors, creat-
ing 400 dimensional vectors. When a word was not
present in either of the embeddings collections, it was
replaced by a null vector of equivalent size.

• BabelNet: This heuristic first obtains the BabelNet
synsets present in each sentence using the Babelfy
API3 and creates an embedding for the sentence by
averaging the embeddings of each synset from a Ba-
belNet 300 dimensional embeddings collection trained
over a corpus of 300 million words tagged with Ba-
belNet synsets (Mancini et al., 2016), then returns the
sentences sorted by cosine similarity.

• SUMMA normalized vectors: In this case we model
each sentence as the vector of normalized tf-idf val-
ues for each of the terms in the sentence, calculating
the frequencies in an ACL reference corpus of around
4,000 papers. We compare the citing sentence to all
sentences in the reference and return the results sorted
by cosine similarity.

• Modified Jaccard: This heuristic uses a metric similar
to the Jaccard similarity coefficient for comparing the
citing sentence to each sentence of the reference pa-
per. This version of the metric (AbuRa’ed et al., 2017)
considers the union and intersection of words (like
the Jaccard coefficient) but also includes information
about the inverted frequency to give more weight to
words in the intersection that are less common.

6.3. Results
We used Precision at k (P@k) (Sujatha and Dhavachelvan,
2011) to evaluate the task of selecting the sentences in each
reference paper that best reflects the content expressed
in the citation context from the related work section of
the target scientific paper. See Table 3 to see Precision
at positions 1 to 5. This is a hard task due to the large
number of sentences a scientific paper has and the natural
difference between citing/cited papers because of the
rephrasing characteristics of cited sentences.

3http://babelfy.org/guide

https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
http://babelfy.org/guide
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In this sense results are not surprising, it can be noticed
that the BabelNet system is the best one which may indi-
cate that comparing sentences by semantic similarity (in-
stead of lexical) is a good option for achieving good result.
Worst results are achieved by systems which use more su-
perficial representations based on words or lemmas. Word
embedding perform better than superficial representations,
still worst than semantics based on lexical resources, and
embedding combinations shows positive improvements.

System P@1 P@2 P@3 P@4 P@5
ACL 0.1213 0.1416 0.1388 0.1362 0.1369
Babelnet 0.1934 0.1844 0.1852 0.1789 0.1776
Google 0.1593 0.1361 0.1422 0.1344 0.1228
G+ACL 0.1653 0.1428 0.1470 0.1421 0.1321
MJ 0.0988 0.0957 0.0887 0.0878 0.0794
SUMMA 0.0609 0.0590 0.0498 0.0473 0.0478

Table 3: Average Precision for the automatic systems at
position 1 to 5

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a corpus in the field of
scientific text mining and summarization to allow the study
of automatic related work text generation. The corpus
provides related work sections of scientific papers, a man-
ually annotated layer of referenced cited papers, a level
of citing papers referring to the cited papers in the related
work section, and a layer of rich linguistic, rhetorical, and
semantic annotations computed automatically.

We also present initial experiments to assess several text
representation mechanisms (e.g. lemmas, embeddings,
synsets) for the retrieval of sentences likely to be cited
by scientific papers comparing system results to the gold
standard annotations. The manually annotated corpus
with its automatically enriched documents is being made
available for the community.

We hope this corpus would provide the research community
means for fair comparisons of various summarization ap-
proaches. Considering recent work in citation-based sum-
marization, our future work will consider the use of this
corpus for the generation of automatic related work sections
given the reference papers and their citation networks.
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